GRIPPER COIN OPERATED USA

BRIEF USER MANUAL

COIN MECHANISM:
After turn on the equipment at the power inlet the display shows the monetary unit of
the coin and the value of the coin blinking. The display can shows the symbols “0-” and
“–0” blinking, when using tokens or another type of coins. This selection can be changed
using the procedure: SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING FOR GRIPPER COIN OPERATED
USA.
After put the correct coin in the coin mechanism, the display shows the desired
pressure value default, 32 psi (2.2 bar). This value can be changed using the keyboard.
The equipment starts the timer counter.
The user has the time default, 5 minutes, to use the equipment. This time can be
changed using the procedure: SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING FOR GRIPPER COIN
OPERATED USA. If the user put another coin in the mechanism, one time default is
addded. The time limit for this operation is 20 minutes. Don’t put coins during the
inflation process.
KEYBOARD:
FLAT TIRE – This button is one of two ways to start the inflation process of the
equipment. It must be used when the inflating hose is connected to a tire which has an
internal pressure smaller than 3 psi (0.2 bar). This button is enabled by the coin
mechanism.
PLUS and MINUS – These buttons select the desired pressure in the tire. The allowed
values of the desired pressure are between 3 psi (0.2 bar) and 145 psi (10.0 bar).
These buttons are enabled by the coin mechanism.
STOP – Out of inflation process, this button shows the number of coins accept by the
equipment. After the counting reaches 99999 it changes to 00000. During the
inflation process this button is a STOP button that interrupts the inflation process.
AUTOMATIC START:
If the inflating hose is connected to a tire which has an internal pressure bigger than
3 psi (0.2 bar) then the start of the calibration process will be automatic. This
operation is enabled by the coin mechanism.

